Abstract. Production yields and β-decay half-lives (T 1/2 ) of very neutron-rich indium isotopes were determined at CERN/ISOLDE using isobaric selectivity of a resonance-ionization laser ion-source. Beta-delayed neutron (βdn) multiscaling measurements have yielded improved T 1/2 for 206 (6) In, a new r-process nuclide has been identified which acts as an important "waiting point" in the In isotopic chain for neutron densities in the range nn 10 24 -10 26 n/cm 3 , where the r-matter flow has already passed the A 130 abundance peak region. 
Introduction
The region around the neutron-rich, double-magic isotope 132 Sn has been the subject of intensive experimental investigations in recent years. The reason for this interest is in principle twofold. First, the evolution of the single-particle strutures over nearly 40 mass units between nuclides with N/Z 1.0 and isotopes with N/Z ≥ 1.6 provides an opportunity to develop a unique microscopic approach to nuclear structure with predictive power towards nuclei at the particle drip lines which are not currently accessible for experimental study. The second motivation is related to the rapid neutron capture (r-process) nucleosynthesis of elements beyond iron. The solar-system r-abundances (N r, ) in the A 130 peak region reflect one of the three neutron magic numbers (N = 50, 82 and 126) , where the r-matter flow is delayed by climbing up the staircases at the shell closure from presumably 125 Tc (Z = 43) to 130 Cd (Z = 48) which act with their relatively "long" β-decay half-lives as classical waiting-point nuclei. Having reached the top of the N r, peak, the r-process is able to escape the A 130, N = 82 "bottle-neck" area in the In (Z = 49) isotopic chain and speeds up again towards the rare-earth region. Hence, the odd-mass, even-N indium nuclei 131 In, a e-mail: kl.kratz@uni-mainz.de 133 In and 135 In are the most important waiting-point isotopes in the high-mass wing of the N r, peak. For recent reviews about the nuclear structure and astrophysical importance of the 132 Sn region, see, e.g. [1] [2] [3] . In this paper, we report the first results of a study of the decay of the N ≥ 82 isotopes [132] [133] [134] [135] In obtained with considerably enhanced ionization efficiency by laser ionization at CERN/ISOLDE. Beta-delayed neutron measurements were used to determine In production yields and half-lives.
Production

"Converter target"
Neutron-rich medium-mass nuclei are normally produced at ISOLDE by high-energy (1 or 1.4 GeV) proton-induced fission of 238 U. However, with this production mechanism also neutron-deficient isobars will be formed by spallation and high-energy fission. The situation is particularly complicated in the mass regions A 80 and 130, where the weakly produced exotic neutron-rich nuclei of interest (e.g., the isotopes around 78 Ni and 132 Sn) are covered by many orders of magnitude higher background of the 282 The European Physical Journal A surface-ionized and therefore difficult to suppress protonrich isobars of rubidium and caesium, respectively. Fission induced by low-to medium-energy neutrons, however, does not create this problem. Such neutrons can be produced efficiently by high-energy proton spallation of heavy target materials, e.g., tantalum or tungsten. The use of a "mini-spallation neutron source" (called "converter") surrounded by a concentric ISOL fission target was first proposed by Nolen et al. [4] . While the realization of a concentric target requires sophisticated engineering, it is relatively easy to build a reduced version by just installing a heavy-metal rod close to a standard ISOLDE fission target. In this experiment, a 10 mm diameter tantalum rod of 150 mm length was mounted parallel to the 238 U target at a distance of 21 mm axis-to-axis [5] . Only part of the neutrons produced in the converter will impinge on the ISOL target, but the primary beam and most of the high-energy secondary particles are located in a forward cone not hitting the target.
For this experiment a standard ISOLDE UC x /graphite target [6] with 50 g/cm 2 238 U and about 10 g/cm 2 carbon was used. The target was kept at 2150
• C and the niobium ionizer line at 1850
• C. Pulses of 1.4 GeV protons (5.3 µC each) were hitting the tantalum converter every 2.4 s.
Ionization
Indium (with an ionization potential of 5.79 eV) is already surface ionized. But, to further enhance the ionization efficiency, the ISOLDE Resonance Ionization Laser Ion Source (RILIS) [7] [8] [9] was tuned to excite In in two steps: with a frequency-doubled dye-laser beam of 303.9 nm from the 2 P 0 1/2 atomic ground state to the 2 D 0 3/2 excited state, and then with the green and yellow copper vapor laser beams (510.6 nm and 578.2 nm) non-resonantly to the continuum. This RILIS excitation scheme had been developed at Troitsk [10] and was already used at ISOLDE to ionize the neutron-deficient isotopes 100-114 In [11]. The laser beams were focussed into the ion-source cavity, which consisted of a niobium tube of 30 mm length and 3 mm internal diameter. The average powers of the laser beams delivered to the ion source were 50 mW and 4 W, respectively, for the first and second step. The linewidth of the dye-laser radiation was rather broad, about 10 GHz, allowing the operation of RILIS with the same laser wavelengths for different isotopes without any correction for the hyperfine structure or the isotopic shifts.
With this setup, the use of the RILIS allowed to increase the In yields by about a factor seven compared to pure surface ionization. The absolute ionization efficiency could not be determined in this experiment, but it is expected to be several percent. Since the target was not equipped with a stable indium "mass marker", the RILIS had to be tuned "blindly", therefore not necessarily guaranteeing optimum efficiency. Under standard operation conditions (more copper vapor laser power focussed to the ionizer, and simultaneous excitation of the thermally populated 2 P 0 3/2 state with a second dye-laser [11]), the ionization efficiency could probably be further enhanced by at least another factor three. Table 1 shows the observed yields of the most neutron-rich indium isotopes deduced from the measured β-( 130,132 In) and βdn activities ( 133-135 In), respectively. For 133 In the branching ratio for βdn emission (P n = 85%) was taken from [12] and for 134, 135 In we used the theoretical P n values of 93% and 95%, respectively, obtained from our QRPA calculations (see below). All quoted yields were integrated over the complete release curve and are normalized to 1 µC of primary protons as defined in [13] .
Yields
Results and discussion
Half-lives
After laser ionization and mass separation, the isotopically clean beams of In nuclides were transported to a beam line equipped with a moving tape system where βdn measurements could be performed. Counting took place directly at the point of deposit, and the tape system was used to remove the activities of the longer-lived daughter nuclides. Because the In half-lives being sought are in the 100 ms range, data acquisition in the system was initiated by the CERN-PSB proton pulses, separated by a multiple of 2.4 s, and continued for 1.6 s for each cycle.
Beta-delayed neutron data were collected by multiscaling measurements using the high-efficiency Mainz 4π
3 He neutron long-counter. This detector was equipped with 64 3 He proportional counters arranged in three concentric rings. The βdn multiscaling data were analyzed with a multicomponent least-squares fit to obtain the In half-lives by taking into account the known βdn contributions from the Sn daughter products at masses A and (A − 1) [14] [15] [16] and a small constant neutron background. The resulting net βdn-decay curves for [133] [134] [135] In are shown in fig. 1 . The T 1/2 values are summarized in table 2, and are compared to literature values and predictions from two QuasiParticle Random-Phase Approximation (QRPA) models. The first one is in principle a "deformed" QRPA [17] for Gamow-Teller (GT) decay, which takes the ground-state shape of the β-decay daughter isotopes as predicted by the Finite-Range Droplet Model (FRDM) [18] . This QRPA version uses experimental nuclear masses as far as they are available [14] and otherwise FRDM predictions. The second GT strength-function model is the so-called continuum QRPA (cQRPA) of Borzov et al. (see, e.g. [19]) 
